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INTRODUCTION  

Africa is a continent with rich culture, and diversity. The United Nations Educational, Scientific and 

Cultural Organization (UNESCO), was formed in 1945, with the mission is to build peace, eradicate 

poverty, and foster intercultural dialogue through education, the sciences, culture, communication 

and information. Through the Convention concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and 

Natural Heritage (1972), UNESCO seeks to encourage the protection, management, and promotion 

of sites with natural and cultural heritage. To qualify as a World Heritage site, the site must be of 

outstanding universal value, and must fit one of the selection criteria. Of the 54 countries in Africa, 

35 of them have one or more heritage sites. South Africa, Morocco and Ethiopia, have the most 

Heritage sites per country in Africa.  

Through the World Heritage Committee, which transpires every 6 years, State Parties convene and 

report the application of the World Heritage Convention, and note the effectivity of the 

conservation and promotion of their respective Heritage sites. These are then grouped into a 

regional synthesis and analysis, which helps understand new goals and objectives for the region 

group. The main objectives for Africa, in the 2012-2017 cycle are to improve the representation of 

African heritage sites, conserve the properties through risk management and increased community 

involvement, implement good documentation of the sites, and establishment of heritage 

conservation in pre-conflict, conflict and post-conflict situations. The whole concept of UNESCO’s 

World Heritage sites is based on universal communication through culture.  

DEFINITION OF KEY TERMS  

Conservation 

To protect something from harm or destruction. 

Preservation 

To maintain something in its constant or existing state. 

Promotion 

To publicly encourage and support something. 

Infrastructure 

Basic physical and organisational structures and facilities required for the function of society.  

Ethnic Cleansing 

Genocide or purging of minority, usually ethnic, groups. Eradication of culture, language, customs, 

especially through legal and official measures. 
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Conflict 

An argument or disagreement between two parties.  

Rebel groups  

Political groups that utilize armed conflict to either work towards political change or to gain 
independence.  

Mandate  

Authority given to carry out organised policies. 

BACKGROUND ON THE ISSUE  

World Heritage sites represent power through uniqueness and diversity – however, they are also 

vulnerable in that they are irreplaceable. Their beauty, and the need to protect it stemmed out the 

purpose of UNESCO’s initiative. The sites would be at risk from unmonitored, uncontrolled and 

unrestricted access through trespassing from both humans and animals. These sites, are protected 

zones under the mandate of UNESCO. However, certain sites are placed on the List of World 

Heritage in Danger, which puts more attention, and monitors the site, to better preserve it and 

follow protocol for protection. In Africa, many of the Heritage sites are endangered. This is due to 

the various conflicts that occur within these African nations. The civil war in Libya puts its Heritage 

sites at risk, with extreme brutal and deliberate destruction of the sites. Ethnic cleansing in countries 

such as Libya, Central African Republic, and Rwanda, furthers these attacks on Heritage sites, which 

represent icons of culture. Rebel groups, and factions pose threat to the security of these sites, and 

holds the sites safety as hostage. However, conflict is not the only reason these Heritage sites are in 

danger. Environmental factors, especially due to lack of maintenance and urban development puts 

these sites at risk. Natural erosion, endangered species, and exploitation of natural resources at or 

around the site takes away from the significance of the site, and causes them to damage and 

degrade. Nevertheless, steps are taken by various organisations that improve the conditions of 

these sites, and helps to protect their sanctity. Furthermore, such sites are being brought to 

international attention, which helps to truly communicate the peaceful and cultural message that 

UNESCO promotes. 

MAJOR COUNTRIES AND ORGANIZATIONS INVOLVED  

United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) 

Specialised agency of the United Nations, with the purpose to contribute to peace through 

promotion of endeavours in education, science and culture to the increase of justice, equality, 

human rights and freedom. It consists of 195 member states and 10 associate members. Most 

relevant to the topic being discussed is UNESCOs pursuit of the international agreements on the 

world’s Heritage Sites through cooperation, to preserve cultural and natural heritage. These 

overarch to promote human rights and reduction of the global disparities between developed and 

developing countries.  

World Heritage Committee (WHC) 

The World Heritage Committee is a sub-committee of UNESCO that meets once a year, and is 

responsible for the implementation of the World Heritage Convention. It also maintains the World 

Heritage Fund, and manages the requests for financial assistance by State Parties. The World 

Heritage Committee makes the final decision of which site is to be inscribed on the World Heritage 
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List; at every meeting, it updates on the status of existing Heritage sites, and requests for State 

Parties to action on properties that are mismanaged. 

International Council on Monuments and Sites (ICOMOS) 

A professional association that conserves and protects cultural heritage sites. It is one of the three 

formal advisory bodies to the World Heritage committee. The other two are the International Union 

for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) and the International Centre for the Study of the Preservation and 

Restoration of Cultural Property (ICCROM). It is responsible for the evaluation of the nominations for 

World Heritage sites. It also specialises in the professional practice of heritage conservation.  

Libya 

The Libyan Civil war (2011), has put many of the World Heritage sites in danger, as conflict is still 

present.  

Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) 

Due to the conflict in DRC, there is lot of internal displacement, and most resources are focussed on 

ending strife within the country. As such, some of the sites are degrading due to lack of attention 

and endangered species rather than due to the war.  

TIMELINE OF KEY EVENTS 

July 1874 
First discussion drafting international agreement on Laws and Customs of 

War. 

 

May 1899 Discussed protection of Heritage sites during warm including disarmament. 

 

April 1935 Roerich Pact – cultural property is cultural treasure and must be respected - 

Pan-American initiative.   

 

November 1972 1972 Convention – established the World Heritage List.  

 

March 1999 Second Protocol, added to Hague Convention, provides capability to punish 

acts of theft, vandalism, attack and smuggling of cultural property.  

 

March 2017 Resolution 2347 unanimously adopted with grants protection to cultural 

heritage. 

 

RELEVANT UN RESOLUTIONS, TREATIES, AND EVENTS  

Convention concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage 

Also referred to as the 1972 Convention, introduced the idea of World Heritage lists.  

(S/RES/2347) Security Council (2017) 

Resolution condemns the destruction of cultural heritage and the looting and smuggling of cultural 

property, especially by terrorist groups.  

(WHC.03/14.GA/INF.8) General Assembly of State Parties to the World Heritage Committee (2003) 
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Report on the implementation of Global Strategy for a representative and protective Heritage sites. 

PREVIOUS ATTEMPTS TO SOLVE THE ISSUE 

Hague Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed Conflict 

The two Protocols (1954 and 1999) ensured that special protection could be granted to centres of 

monuments and cultural property of significance. It also led to the international recognition of the 

damage to cultural property belonging to any people whatsoever as a damage to cultural heritage of 

all mankind. This international convention was adopted at The Hague in 1954 after Netherlands 

proposed a draft on the protection of cultural property in times of armed conflict to UNESCO – this 

was right after the Second World War. 

Nubia Campaign 

Starting point for the Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed 

Conflict; it was an international campaign to safeguard several 3000-year-old monuments in Egypt 

and Sudan. The Aswan Dam was built to prevent the flooding of these monuments.  

Unite4Heritage Campaign 

Irina Bokova, former Director-General of UNESCO, proposed the promotion and celebration of 

World Heritage sites through a global campaign on social media. This was targeted at the young 

people to act as an informer, and as an awareness campaign as well. 

Blue Helmets for Culture 

Proposed by Italy to the UN General Assembly, it is an agreement with UNESCO to create a world 

emergency task force to protect culture. The first task force was composed of Italian carabinieri and 

civilian experts. 

Increase in justice systems for cultural crime 

Through the previous attempts stated, legislation and regulation for crimes against culture began to 

become easy to bring justice to. For example, Miodrag Jokić was sentenced to seven years in 2004; 

the first conviction for heritage destruction. Recently Ahmad Al Faqi Al Mahdi, a Malian jihadist, was 

convicted of war crimes for destruction in 2012 under a group with suspected ties to al Qaeda.  

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS 

Implementation of technology and better infrastructure 

Introduction of local task forces, supported by communities, should be encouraged within the areas 

of such World Heritage sites. Through training workshops, making of strategic protocol, and the 

equipping of non-lethals, the area can be well protected with least amount of intervention. 

Placement of security devices, such as cameras, alarms, and motion sensors, can aid in maintaining 

the safeguards of such sites, and add a secured image. To further protect the site, boundaries could 

be created wherein people trespassing can easily be apprehended, protocols can be initiated, and a 

tactical placement watch guard posts would provide easy vantage points. Such plans have been 

initiated in countries with World Heritage sites, and have been easily be able to dissuade vandalism 

of these cultural heritages. 
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Advertisement of Heritage sites 

These sites should not only be protected – they should be cherished as national and cultural 
treasures. These sites should be marketed as tourism capitals, and developed as global assets. This 
will stimulate the need to protect culture worldwide, and garner a larger audience on the 
importance of these sites. Constant updates of these sites will ensure that there is global support, 
and will bring in interest from international donors. However, all member states and nations should 
be encouraged to promote general awareness regarding the protections of UNESCO World Heritage 
sites in Africa using nationwide outreach campaigns for educating the citizenry, especially the youth 
about the issue through various modes of media. Seminar events and workshops could also be done, 
to prove a more extensive awareness event. 

Improving education systems in these countries 

Funding from foreign assets from third parties could help bring up education as a whole – these 

funds should provide infrastructure and school materials such as books and textbooks. Through 

these school systems, awareness of the World Heritage sites should be raised. Children, from a 

young age, should be taught about their World Heritage sites, which would increase the national 

pride for culture. School events could be centred around the theme of celebration of culture, which 

would send an outreach to adults of the school children. Adequate education must be assured, with 

no discrimination, for this solution to work effectively. This will also include all children being taught 

a minimum till the end of primary school by teachers who could be trained through various 

programs supported by NGO’s. This would lead, on the side, to an increase in literacy rates, and 

eventually the employment rate, which would open opportunities for more educated, and cultured 

citizens. 

International involvement for countries with World Heritage sites 

This is crucial to help raise awareness of demolition, and to promote the image of these treasures. 

International donors would help with the funding and protection of World Heritage sites through 

contributions to the World Heritage Fund (WHF), which would support the communities around the 

World Heritage sites. International ambassadors could be appointed for the two United Nations 

Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) World Heritage sites to not only raise 

awareness, but also to reiterate the fact that the World Heritage sites are places of great cultural 

significance and meaning to the whole world, not just the country it is situated in. These 

international ambassadors can also put a face to help in the collection of donations, thus promoting 

heritage sites as places that should be greatly valued and kept safe.  

Maintenance and upkeep of Heritage sites 

World Heritage sites must be kept in an utmost and constant sanctity. To do this, a representative 

office of UNESCO should be situated in each of the countries, which should be equipped with an 

effective means of technology, and the staff must be well trained. Equipment should be provided to 

make sure that the heritage site is clean. This will be respective to each heritage site, as the 

equipment must aid in the monitoring of the natural environmental conditions, and help in the 

prediction of the conditions the heritage sites may face, and protect them from it. Employment 

space should open for people interested in cleaning up the site, which will stress the need to 

maintain the cleanliness of such sites, by providing incentives of increasing the national worth of the 

sites. Penalties or fines can be suggested for people, such as antiquities dealers, vandalisers, who 

continue to defile physically, and metaphorically these pillars of importance. In accordance with 

these, bi-yearly check-ups of the heritage sites could be carried out, and accounts of these visits 

should be duplicated and kept in the representative office, and UNESCO headquarters, to show 
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accountability. Any damages, or issues that may affect the heritage site should be analysed, and if 

needed, intervention from UNESCO can help to upkeep the heritage site and its image. 
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APPENDIX OR APPENDICES  

https://en.unesco.org/courier/2017-october-december/historic-resolution-protect-cultural-heritage 

Gives context to the process of the protection and preservation of UNESCO-WHS by the UN. 

https://www.britannica.com/topic/World-Heritage-site 

Gives understanding on what World Heritage sites are. 

https://whc.unesco.org/en/about/ 

Gives importance to what a WHS is. Hyperlinks from this site give deeper understanding. 
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